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AIpho Distribution Solutions
Alpha Mills Corporation was established in t936 by
William J. Biever in the midst of the great
depression. Biever saw an opportunity to create a
prominent new textile business while employing
scores of workers in Schuylkill Haven,
Pennsylvania. AIpha Mills began manufacturing
knitwear and soon expanded production to
several facilities across the state. Biever's
entrepreneurial spirit had proven to be correct as
the business grew and received awards for their
exceptional workmanship over the next several
decades.
Then, as apparel
manufacturing began
moving oversees,
AIpha Mills decided to
shift their core business
focus from
manufacturing to
distribution. Alpha
Mills was already
handling the
distribution needs of
their textile clients. lt
was determined-these
services would secure
the company into the
future. This seamless
transition to a full service third party logistics
company began in t997, and AIpha Distribution
Solutions was officially created.
Today, the fourth generation family owned
business is proud to continue to locally
manufacture active wear for the military. Yet, the
main business function is distribution with over
40o,ooo square feet of warehousing space.
Services include distribution, warehousing,
inventory management and fulfillment for apparel
and consumer goods companies.
Alpha Distribution's specialty is pick and pack
services. Currently, Alpha Distribution individually

selects and packages 5o million units of apparel/
product every year. Orders are distributed to
retailers, including Walmart, specialty shops and
boutiques, or directly to the consumer. Alpha
believes direct to consumer fulfillment is an area
of growth for the company due to their unique
ability to efficiently pack smaller custom orders.
Alpha's entire operation is made possible through
an intelligent automated conveyor system and
warehouse management system, Apparel Business
Systems.
Because of their extensive experience in the
manufacturing industry, Alpha Distribution also
has the equipment and know-how to perform
superior refinishing services. Refinishing services
include removing or adding price tags/labels,
sewing repairs, ironing/steaming and more.
AIpha Distribution continues to grow as the
Iogistics industry evolves. Their team is always
Iooking to the future, implementing new
technologies and procedures while applying their
experience from the past.

Alpha Distribution
Solutions prides itself on
treating every product Iike
it's their own and works
together with their
customers to truly become
their distribution partner.

